
 

July 6, 2021 
 
Dear Summer School Families, 
 
I am impressed daily with all of the wonderful things going on here each day! 
 
Recap of classes this week:  
 

1st Grade:  The theme has been about life in the ocean, sharing rhymes while exercising, sharing 
their favorite books, learning about cooperation by learning about cooperation of various critters 
in the ocean reefs, making noise makers for 4th of July.  
 

2nd Grade:  The students determined which colors to fill in a drawing either by simply doing 
addition problems or by adding the numbers on pairs of dice. 
 

3rd grade:  The students learned about drawing perspective and meteorites using paper cups to 
make large shapes. They read the book called Mr Popper and analyzed the reading. 
 

4th grade:  The students learned about perspective in a drawing and in life by using different 
geometric shapes to make maps.  There was a discussion about how people in less developed 
countries eat insects as a source of protein. 
 

5th grade:  The theme involved understanding 3-dimensional shapes by making the shapes with 
paper.  They analyzed a story by understanding characters, and the cause and effect of their 
actions and then wrote a letter to the bad wolf in red riding hood or characters in a story of their 
choice. 
 

6th grade: The students added coins to determine total, learned about drawing 
perspective/shading by seeing and making picture which had feet and hands much closer than 
body therefore changing relative size. 
 
A Reminder... 

Voluntary dress up days 
 

Tuesday, July 6th Patriots Day:  America just had a birthday, showcase your American Pride. 
 

Wednesday, July 7th Sports Day:  Showcase your favorite professional or college sports 
team. 
 

Thursday, July 8th Character Day:  Dress as your favorite character from a book, movie, cartoon, 
etc. 



 
Friday, July 9th Summer Day:  Dress in your summer attire, sunglasses and hats are welcome. 
 
Please Note: All attire must be appropriate for school. Please no costume masks or weapons. 
 
With warm regards, 
 
Mark Ewoldsen, PhD. 
Assistance League of Flintridge Summer School Principal 
 


